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Abstract-This paper contains an analysis of the performance of Bayes conditional-mean parameter estimators. The main result is that on a finite parameter space such estimates exhibit a mean-square error that diminishes exponentially with the number of observations, the observations being assumed to be independent. Two situations are discussed: true parameter included in the parameter space and true parameter not included in the parameter space. In the former instance only very general assumptions are required to demonstrate the exponential convergence rate. In the latter case the existence of an information function must be invoked. Comments on the continuous-parameter-space realization of the estimator and a discussion of the convergence mechanism are also included.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE TOPIC discussed in this paper is the performance of Bayes conditional-mean estimators on a finite parameter space. Specifically, the mean-square error in the Bayes estimate is bounded by a quantity that diminishes exponentially in IZ, the number of observations. A critical element in the variance calculation is the product form of the a posteriori density function on the parameter space. This quantity, moreover, brings to mind the calculation of probability of error for a finite-hypothesis detection scheme. That there are numerous such detection schemes that exhibit exponentially decreasing probability of error is a familiar fact. A very basic illustrative example is contained, for example, in [ 1, p. 1621 . Therefore the existence of a type of estimator having exponentially decreasing variance in general is not surprising.
Interestingly, the situation in which the true parameter indexing the density function on the observable is known to be included in the parameter space can be differentiated Manuscript received February 10, 1971; revised April 27, 1971 . This work was supported in part by the U.S. Air Force, Contract F44620-70-c-01 13.
The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif. 90007. from the situation in which the true parameter is not included. In the former instance only obvious and general assumptions are required to show that the Bayes estimate converges to the true parameter at exponential rate. In the latter instance the existence of an information criterion must be invoked, the estimator converging to that point in the parameter space at which the information function is maximized. Le Cam [2] and recently Patrick and Costello [3] have discussed the relation of the information function to Bayes estimation. In [3] the authors demonstrated the asymptotic bound kn-"12 on the variance of the Bayes estimate, s being the order of the largest finite moment of the information function. The coefficient k is increasing in s. Another asymptotic statement is contained in [ 141. However, the arguments there are valid only for individual sequences of observables; they do not represent an average overall sequences. The distinction between the true parameter being included and excluded was not made in any of these works.
Estimation of the frequency of a sinusoid in noise [5, pp. 272-2781 is an instance of engineering significance in which the use of a Bayes estimator on a finite parameter space can be employed, the number of points in the parameter space depending upon the resolution required in the frequency estimate. In this example the true parameter's being contained in the parameter space corresponds to the sinusoid's having one of a number of known carrier frequencies. The true parameter not being included in the parameter set corresponds to the passive estimation of an entirely unknown carrier frequency. The ensuing discussion proceeds as follows.
Section II contains the definition of terms and the calculation of variance of Bayes estimates on a finite parameter space. Comments on Bayes estimates on a continuous parameter space follow in Section III. Section IV contains a discussion of the extension of the convergence mechanism Theorem I: If the family % is identifiable,' i.e., if to other estimation techniques. That is, the existence of a f(x;e,) = f(x;0,) V'x if and only if 8, = 8,, for all class of estimators that on finite parameter spaces have 8,,8, E 0, then exponentially decreasing variance -is demonstrated, the Bayes estimator being one member of this class. a'(n) I c[(u -l)R]2p", 0 < p < 1, R,c finite. (8) II. DEFINITIONS AND VARIANCE CALCULATION Let x denote a random vector having probability density functionf(x;8,) indexed by a vector of parameters &,. The totality of admissible values of the parameters is denoted by 0. That is, the density function on x belongs to the family % = {f(x;e)}, 8 E 0. Independent observations of x are indicated as xl,xZ, * * *,x,. For notational convenience let x, = {X&l.
The parameter estimate e,(n) minimizing Bayes risk for a quadratic loss function (see, e.g., [4] ) is the conditional mean of e given X,, i.e.,'
4(4 = / ep(e I m de.
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The quantity p (8 1 X,) is the a posteriori density function on 0. With x1, * . . ,x,, independent this is expressed as
where PO(O) is the initial density function on the parameter space. Usually the Bayes estimator is implemented by approximating the parameter space 0 by a finite space 0, of v points {ej}Y= I and using the discrete versions of (2) and (3) . That is, on 0, Proof: Expressing the norm explicitly we rewrite (6) as (9) Equation (9) incorporates the fact that 8, = 8, and that p(ej 1 X,) sums to 1. Sincep(0, 1 X,) I 1, i = 1,2; * *,u -1, P(ej I me, I X> s P@j I XJ.
Letting R = 7;; {Ilej -M> and noting (IO), we bound (9) as
The proof is completed by demonstrating that the expected value indicated in (11) is bounded by p", 0 < p < 1.
Since p(ej I X,) 5 1, EMej I X>> 5 NP(ej I X>l">, 0 I a I 1. (12) In turn, the right side of (12) can be bounded by deleting from the denominator of (5) all the products except the one indexed by 0" = 8,. Accordingly, Efp(ej I X,>> 5 cE (A I/(xx;ej)/S(xr;e,)l") = c{E[f(x; e,>/f(x; hJl">", (13) e(n) = i ejP(ej I XA (4) where c = [pO(flj I X,)/p,(fl, I X,)]". Evaluating the expecj=l tation in (13) for A = + yields
The convergence properties of e(n) calculated according to By the Schwarz inequality p I 1, with equality if and only (4) are specified in Theorems 1 and 2 below, Theorem 1 if ej = 8,. The coefficient c in (8) and (13) is 1 if the initial applying when 8, is contained in O,, and Theorem 2 density function on the parameter set is uniform. applying otherwise.
B. True Parameter Not Contained in Parameter Set

A. True Parameter Contained in Parameter Set
Suppose now that the true parameter 8, is not included Assume now that the true parameter 8, is contained in in the parameter set 0,. In that event we expect that under O,, say 0, = 8,. Denote the mean-square error between suitable conditions the estimate f?(n) will converge to that e(n) and 8, by 02(n), i.e., point 8, E 0, such that j-(x;@,,) is closest in some fitting sense to f(x;e,). Therefore, to quantify the convergence a'(n) = -JWW -0, 112>, (6) 'of e(n) for the situation in which 8, is not contained in 0, where as usual involves some measure of closeness defined on the parameter set 0. With this in mind define the information function Ilull = x=x, (7) the superscript T indicating the transpose.
z The question of identifiability arises when5 is a family of mixture density functions, i.e.., when f(x;O) is a convex combination of component density functtons. A mixture is said to be identifiable if it can r With constraints on the family F the conditional-mean estimator be resolved uniquely into its component density functions. This minimizes Bayes risk for more general loss functions; see, e.g., [.5 ]. concept has been discussed by Teicher [6] , [7] and characterized by Yakowitz and Spragins [8] , [9] .
J(e), e E 0, by J(e) = E{lnf(x;e)} = s
In [f(x;e)] ef(x;e,) dx.
Therefore for any 6,O < 6 < 1, there exists a t = t( By using the inequality In a I a -1, the right side of (16) can be bounded to yield 
Clearly then, J(0,) > J(0,) implies that q < 1.
Since the variance of 0(n) diminishes faster than the Cramer-Rao lower bound O(n-'), e(n) is termed superefficient (a term coined by Le Cam). In [2] Le Cam pointed out that an estimate can be superefficient only on a parameter space of Lebesgue measure zero. Thus one is led to inquire at this point if in part the foregoing convergence properties apply to the continuous-parameterspace version of 0(n). Comments on this follow in Section III.
III. CONTINUOUS PARAMETER SPACE
If the true parameter e0 is known to be contained in a bounded subset 0' of 0, we can conclude that the expected a posteriori probability mass (3) lying outside any s-neighborhood of B0 diminishes to zero at exponential rate. Consequently the variance of e,(n) decreases exponentially to 8'.
Specifically, let 9(s) denote an s-neighborhood of 8,, i.e.,
let t E 7cT, and assume that J (0) By the mean-value theorem the denominator of (24) can be expressed as
where 0" is some point interior to Y(E/~) and V(E/~) is the "volume" of 9(~/2), i.e.,
J=w2) = E g Cf(x;ej)/f(x;e31'~~=o) 1
Since 0' is bounded, the numerator of (24) (27), we can bound the right side of (24) as According to (22), (24), and (28), the expected probability mass lying outside 9(s) can be bounded as E is p(e 1 X,) de I I Meg", O<q<l.
(29) @'-9(e) For E sufficiently small J(0") > J(#), i.e., J(0) is convex on Y(E).
The expected norm-square error in e,(n) can now be computed rather simply. Define C(n) = EWdn> -e,Vb (30) By incorporating the expression defining e,(n) and expanding the norm, (30) becomes
[s ' (0 -e,ho I a de @'-9(e) 1 * [s (0 -e,)P(e i a de 3(E) 1 + III (0 -e,h(e i a de ' II I . (31) S(e) Letting R denote max { 110 -B. II}, 8 E O', and noting (29), we may bound the first term in (31) by R2Mcq", the second term by 2&RMq", and the third term by s2. Thus for arbitrarily small positive E we obtain the bound cl'(n) S R(R + 2~)Mcy" + e2.
This expression points up that for small n the variance bound is governed, through the number M, by the tightness of the bound on the parameter space, and through the "time constant" of the exponent, by the geometry of the information function near eo, the bound being the lower, the more sharply peaked the function J(0) is near 8,.
IV. DISCUSSION OF CONVERGENCE MECHANISM It becomes apparent at this point that the mechanism governing the convergence of the conditional-mean estimator is two-fold. The exponential rate stems from the product form of p(8 I X,), whereas convergence to B0 is consequent on the maximization of J(0) at eo. These facts suggest that we might expect the same behavior of other estimators that are formed as weighted averages over the parameter space, if the weighting coefficients are formed as products and the expectation of each factor in a product is a function having a unique maximum at the true parameter. This is in fact the case. Of course, such estimators do not necessarily minimize Bayes risk.
Specifically, define on 0, Interestingly, Saridis et al. [l l] have fabricated stochastic-approximation estimators that employ r(e) of example i) as a regression function, and recently Young and Coraluppi [12] have done likewise with J(0). Thus (33)-(35) define a superefficient class of estimators, the Bayes conditional-mean estimator being one member.
in which the unkuown parameter is embedded in a signal of known form and observed in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise. Within this context it is shown that the Barankin bound reduces to the CramerRae bound when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is large. However, as the SNR is reduced beyond a critical value, the Barankin bound deviates radically from the Cramer-Rao bound, exhibiting the so-called threshold effect.
The bounds were applied to the linear FM waveform, and within the resulting class of bounds it was possible to select one that led to a closedform expression for the lower bound on the variance of an unbiased range estimate. This expression clearly demonstrates the threshold behavior one must expect when using a nonlinear modulation system. Tighter bounds were easily obtained, but these had to be evaluated numerically. The sidelobe structure of the linear FM compressed pulse leads to a significant increase in the variance of the estimate. For a practical linear FM pulse of l-ps duration and 40-MHz bandwidth, the radar must operate at an SNR greater than 10 dB if meaningful unbiased range estimates are to be obtained.
I. INTROJXJ~TI~N
A N IMPORTANT problem in communications and radar theory is the estimation of a set of parameters UML-* * ,0,) of a signal that has been corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise. In particular, the received waveform is assumed to be of the form r(t) = s(t;O) + n(t), ItI I T.
(
In radar e1 might represent an unknown time delay (target range), 8, an unknown Doppler shift (target velocity), and 0s an unknown carrier phase angle. The noise term n(t) represents the Gaussian white noise and is assumed to have two-sided spectral density No W/Hz. It is of practical and theoretical interest to determine how well a given estimaManuscript received May 12, 1969; revised January 22, 1971, and May 20, 1971 . This research was supported by the Department of the tion scheme can perform with respect to estimating the unknown parameters. In this respect, Barankin [I] has derived a general class of lower bounds on the moments of unbiased estimators. Kiefer [2] has used the Schwarz inequality to obtain lower bounds on the variance of an unbiased estimate of a scalar-valued parameter. Applied to pulse-position modulation communications, this bound was shown to yield considerable information regarding the nonlinear-modulation threshold effect [3] . In this paper, we use the Schwarz inequality to derive lower bounds on the error covariance matrix for unbiased estimates of the vector parameter 0. Then we specialize these results to communications and radar as formulated in (1) and apply the bound to the particular problem of estimating the range of a target by using a linear FM waveform. It is shown that the sidelobes of the corresponding compressed pulse significantly affect the variance of the estimate of the time delay.
II. BARANKIN BOUND Let R be a sample space of points w and let P(w 1 0) be a family of probability measures on R indexed by the parameter 0 taking values in some index set rc. Assume these measures have a density function with respect to some measure p, i.e., there exists a function p(w 1 0) such that P(E i 0) = f ~(0 10) 4.44 JE for all measurable sets E.
Let g( *) be a real-valued function defined on n and let J(e) be an unbiased estimator of g(0), i.e., d(e) is a realvalued measurable function defined on Q with the property that 
